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Introduction 

  



 

Club Mission and Objectives 
 

The Club is a non-profit corporation with the mission of providing boys (grades 3 

through 8) residing in Novi, Michigan with opportunities to develop fundamental 

basketball skills to enhance players’ game and competitiveness in a positive 

environment of sportsmanship and teamwork. 

 

The Novi Cats believe that they offer a higher level of competition than Novi Parks and 

Recreation.  As such, competitive tryouts are conducted each year for the formation of 

the most competitive teams. 

 

The Club’s programs and operations are funded primarily by players and their families 

through an annual participation fee.  Annual fees usually range from $350 to $450 per 

player.  Financial assistance may be available through local governmental programs and 

through assistance provided by the Club.  In general, the Club works to ensure that no 

player is denied the opportunity to participate because of financial hardship. 

 

Club programs are sponsored by Novi Community Education.  For a per-player fee, 

Community Ed provides the Club with access to facilities of Novi Community School 

District for practices, open gym and clinics.  The Club also works cooperatively with Novi 

Parks & Recreation to ensure that appropriate levels of competitive basketball are 

available to all interested players. 

 

Coaches are volunteers and receive no direct compensation from the Club for their 

service.  All Coaching appointments are made by the Board.  In recognition of the effort, 

dedication and commitment that coaches make to the Club, their team(s) and their 

players, each Novi Cats Head Coach is provided one scholarship (equal to the annual 

per-player participation fee).  The Head Coach, at his or her sole discretion, can 

determine how this scholarship is to be applied (to their own son, shared with the 

Assistant Coach, or used among a single or multiple players on the team). 

  



 

Coaching Philosophies 
 

The Club aspires to be a positive development program for the Novi High School Varsity 

Boys basketball team.  Accordingly, the Club and its coaches actively support the high 

school teams and its coaches by developing players with fundamental skills and 

competitive mindsets.  The Club partners with the Novi High School Varsity coaching 

staff for player camps and clinics, as well as coaching clinics.  As a result, many Club 

teams run offensive and defensive schemes similar to those used by the Varsity team. 

 

Club coaching philosophies are based on the following: 

1) Strong fundamentals in all areas of the game, including fitness and attitude 

2) Exemplary sportsmanship 

3) Individual and team accountability 

4) Man-to-man defense 

5) Motion offense 

 

Coaches have considerable freedom to devise specific training regimens, offensive plays 

and sets and defensive sets that are consistent with these philosophies.  It is understood 

that some offensive and defensive plays outside the philosophies will be required to 

supplement the base plays to improve the competitive success of teams in some 

instances (i.e., zone defense or an isolation offensive play).  The Club expects that core 

game sets will generally align with the philosophies, but there is room for variation, 

especially as may be dictated by team personnel and competitors. 

 

In the Practice and Training section of this handbook, a selection of drills and diagrams 

of plays that are philosophically aligned are provided as examples.  Many additional 

resources are available through the internet.  Coaches are also encouraged to consult 

with other Club coaches (past or present) as necessary. 

 

Coaches should aspire to build progressively higher levels of player accountability 

through training, practice and game competition.  Feedback to players should always be 

instructive, honest and impartial.  At younger ages (grades 3 through 6), patience and 

consistency are necessary in building player accountability; at older ages (grades 7 and 

8), coaches can often deliver constructive feedback more demonstrably and aspire for 

higher levels of player accountability. 



 

Codes of Conduct 
 

The Club has Codes of Conduct for players, parents and coaches.  These Codes of 

Conduct are emailed to all players at the start of the season, and are available on the 

Novi Cats Basketball Club website (www.novicatsbasketball.com).  Adherence to these 

Codes of Conduct is a critical enabler to providing a positive experience to all 

participants and in the successful achievement of the Club’s mission and objectives. 

 

 

Coaching Application 
 

All prospective coaches are required to complete and return to a Club Officer the 

Application to Coach.  This form is available from the Club Treasurer and is also included 

at the end of this Handbook.  In addition, all coaches must submit their personal 

information on a designated website to be screened to ensure player safety. 

  

http://www.novicatsbasketball.com/


 

Administration 
 

Administration of the Club is conducted by the Board of Directors.  The Club provides 

liability insurance for all coaches, and limited supplemental health insurance for players 

and coaches for injuries that occur during practice and games. 

 

A primary objective of the Board is to facilitate the delivery of Club programs, 

particularly to relieve coaches of as many administrative responsibilities as possible, so 

that coaches can focus on coaching.  Coaches are asked to reach out to the Board when 

administrative assistance is needed. 

 

Finances for Club programs is provided centrally by the Club and its Treasurer.  The Club 

maintains funds and pays all expenses for the programs provided by the Club, including 

League entry fees, tournament entry fees, equipment and facility fees.  Participation 

fees are collected from players for Club and Team expenses.  The Club Treasurer 

maintains an accounting of all Team expenses, including the allocation of Club expenses 

to each team.  Status of collections and expenses for each team is provided to coaches 

periodically during the season, and is always available by request.  Team expenses borne 

by coaches will be reimbursed by the Club if proper documentation is provided to the 

Treasurer. 

 

The Club maintains an email account through which many communications are made 

directly to players’ families by the Club.  Additional communication from coaches are 

usually necessary regarding practice times/locations and game schedules.  Coaches 

should maintain an email address list for their players’ families to facilitate direct and 

timely communication when necessary (late practice changes, etc.). 

 

The Club maintains a website and a Facebook page to facilitate the distribution of 

information and updates to families. 

 

The Club has primary responsibility for marketing its programs within the community.  

Coaches are expected to help in the identification of potential players and invite them 

to Open Gym and/or Tryouts. 

  



 

 

 

 

 

Tryouts 
  



 

The Novi Cats Basketball Club sponsors teams in competitive travel youth leagues and 

open youth tournaments.  Accordingly, open tryouts are held each fall for the purpose 

of identifying and selecting the players who will compose the Novi Cats teams. 

 

Promotion and administration of tryouts is provided by the Board, in cooperation with 

the coaches.  Each participant at Tryouts is required to provide contact information to 

confirm eligibility, and to sign the liability waiver. 

 

Timing 
 

Tryouts are held in the fall of each year, after several Open Gym events where coaches 

have the opportunity to observe returning and new players who may be interested in 

trying out for the coming season. 

 

Tryouts are usually held in mid-October for grades 3, 4, 5 and 6.  Tryouts at these ages 

are scheduled to precede CYO tryouts to encourage players to join Cats teams, rather 

than CYO teams.  Mid-October tryouts also provide 6 to 8 weeks of team practices 

before Big Cat League games begin (mid-December for 5th and 6th grade; early January 

for 3rd and 4th grade). 

 

Tryouts are usually held in early December for grades 7 and 8.  Tryouts at these ages are 

scheduled to follow tryouts and initial games for the Novi Middle School teams.  Early 

December tryouts also provide a few weeks of team practices before Big Cat League 

games begin (mid-January 7th and 8th grade). 

 

Parent Meeting 
 

At the conclusion of one of the tryout sessions, all coaches at a particular grade should 

have a short meeting with parents to introduce themselves, thank them for attending, 

explain the tryout process, provide information about the selection process, 

communications, the upcoming season and to answer any questions.  The Club will 

provide an Information Sheet to all player families. 

  



 

Player Selection and Team Composition 
 

The Club aspires to have two teams at each grade level (a Green team and a White 

team).  It is the goal of the Club that coaches work collaboratively to create two 

competitive, positionally balanced teams, one at each competition level.  For all grades, 

the Green team plays in the elite division, and the White team plays in the competitive 

division.  Accordingly, the Green team will generally be composed of the players with 

the highest level of skill.  In order to find the best fit for each player in composing the 

teams, consideration should be given to:  (a) current skill level, (b) future  potential, and 

(c) team balance by position. Exceptions can be made at the coaches’ discretion for 

purposes of balancing size and providing the best environment for the development of 

player skill.  Steps to be followed by the coaches in composing teams are: 

1. Coaches should discuss an evaluation method and create a Tryout plan that meets 

their needs. 

2. Coaches should compare notes and discuss their initial thoughts after the first day 

of Tryouts, identifying the players who are on the bubble between the Green and 

White teams, and also identify the players who are on the bubble for the cut line.  

These identified players should be the focus of the second day of Tryouts. 

3. Immediately after the second day of Tryouts, coaches should meet and discuss 

their intended player selections.  The Green team coach has the first choice of 

players, but should consider using the following guidelines:  (i) the Green team 

should select the top 7 or 8 players, (ii) players 9-14 often have marginal variation 

in their skill set; these players should be used to “balance” teams to create 

competitive teams at both levels, ensuring that each team has balance by 

position, size, scoring ability, etc.  [As an example, if 5 of the top 8 players are 

strong ball-handling guards, one or more should play on the White team to 

ensure that the White team has a balanced skill set.] 

Before leaving Tryouts, both coaches should:  (a) have their targeted roster 

finalized, (b) confirm their satisfaction with the process, and (c) be satisfied that 

their roster reflects the proper distribution of skill, talent, size and positional 

balance. 

Note:  If there are any disputes at this point in the process which the coaches 

cannot resolve, those concerns should be brought to the Board for 

consideration before any offers are made. 



 

4. The Green team Coach should get verbal commitments from all selected players.  

Once commitments are received, a list of those players must be communicated to 

the White Team coach and to the Board Registrar (invitations will be send via the 

Novi Cats website). 

5. Upon receiving the list of players who have committed to play on the Green team, 

the White team coach will proceed to get verbal commitments their selected 

players.  Once White team commitments are received, the White team Coach 

needs to provide a list of those players to the Board Registrar. 

Note:  The coaches should be in contact throughout the notification / 

commitment process to ensure that there are no miscommunications. 

6. Once all player commitments have been communicated to the Board Registrar, a 

communication should go out to all players that have not been selected.  This 

communication should include:  (a) thanking players for showing interest in 

playing for the Novi Cats, and (b) encouragement to keep playing and developing 

through Parks & Rec programs, camps and other training opportunities. 

Note:  If a player who played on a Cats team in a prior year is selected for a less 

competitive team or not selected for a team in the current year, the prior year 

Coach should have a personal conversation with the parents to inform and 

explain the decision. 

 

For the Winter season, teams should be composed of a minimum of 10 players, and no 

more than 12.  Coaches should compose teams to facilitate practices and maximize 

player development.  It is difficult to learn plays with fewer than 10 players at practice.  

Rostering too many players can make it difficult to provide sufficient game time to all 

players.  Coaches must get Board approval for a roster size less than 10 or more than 12. 

 

  



 

Tryout Policies 
 

Anti-Tampering — At no time should a Coach recruit a player from the other Cats team 

OR encourage players to refuse an offer from the other Cats team.  Tampering with 

another team’s players is grounds for removal from the Coaching staff. 

 

Player Refusal — Players are expected to accept an offer from the team that selects 

them, and do not have the choice to pick which team on which they will play.  If a player 

declines an invitation to play on a Cats team, they have chosen not to play basketball 

with Novi Cats.  Players can appeal to the Board for an exception, but the Board will 

grant such an exception only in unusual circumstances at their discretion. 

 

Divisions — The Green team will play in the Big Cat Elite division; the White team will 

play in the Big Cat Regular division.  Moving from one division to the other is acceptable, 

but requires Board Approval.  The Anti-Tampering and Player Refusal policies will 

continue to be in effect under these conditions. 

 

  



 

 

 

 

 

 

Practice and Training 
  



 

Facilities 
 

Practice facilities are provided through Novi Community Education, usually in the Novi 

School buildings.  The Club works to ensure that each Cats team has 2 practices each 

week.  Access to facilities is controlled by Novi Community Education, working to 

balance the requests for facilities by Novi Schools, Novi Parks and Recreation and other 

organizations in addition to the Cats.  The Club has no special priority or privilege in 

gaining access to facilities.  Coaches will need to compromise with each other to ensure 

that the practice needs of all teams are met. 

 

Costs for the facilities are paid directly to Novi Community Ed by the Club and are 

included in the Season Deposit collected from players.  Each player is also required to 

provide a liability waiver to Novi Community Education.  Coaches are responsible to 

collecting these waivers and forwarding them to the Club Treasurer. 

 

Coaches may arrange to conduct additional practices at other facilities.  The costs of 

renting such facilities are the responsibility of the Team and additional collections from 

families may be required.   

 

Drills and Fundamentals 
 

A portion of practice time should be devoted to drills that develop fundamental 

basketball skill and conditioning.  Coaches can use those drills they have used in the 

past.  There are almost unlimited resources available through the internet that coaches 

can use to supplement the drills they already know, including videos demonstrating 

drills.  Below is a list of some drills that can be used, and several that players can be 

encouraged to do on their own at home.  

 Dribbling — both hands, protecting the ball, eyes up, 2 balls at once, crossover 

 Athletic stance — eyes forward, butt down, get low, balance 

 Footwork — shuffle step, spinning, changing speed, jab step 

 Rebounding — boxing out, use hips, go to ball, wall jumps with arms extended 

 Hands / ballhandling — tennis ball squeeze, Purdue 8, catching 

 Passing — firm 2-hand chest pass, thumbs down at finish, bounce pass 

 Shooting — form, catch-and-shoot 



 

Offensive Plays 
 

Offensive plays and sets should be built around a motion offense to develop players’ 

ability to play in a team environment, move without the basketball and contribute.  The 

essence of a motion offense is that players are constantly screening for one another, 

moving to open spaces on the floor and working to get the ball into a position to score.  

Motion offenses exist from virtually any forecourt set — 3-out, 4-out and 5-out.  

Diagrams of some plays in each of these sets is included in the Novi Cats online 

playbook. 

 

Defensive Sets 
 

Man-to-man defense should be the base defense.  Man-to-man defense builds critical 

player skill in defending an opposing player, proper aggressiveness and accountability. 

 

Zone defenses can be used to supplement the base man-to-man defense and can be 

effectively used in certain situations, such as trapping, changing the tempo of the game 

and to counter specific opposing players or offensive schemes.  Coaches are encouraged 

to use zone defenses selectively. 

 

Full-Court Press 
 

Beginning in 5th grade, the Big Cat Basketball League allows teams to utilize a full-court 

press defense.  Coaches should prepare teams to utilize a full-court press on defense, 

and to face an opponent’s full-court press.  A variety of schemes can be employed — 

man-to-man, Diamond, etc.  Diagrams of schemes are available on the internet and in 

the Novi Cats online playbook. 

 

Camps and Clinics 
 

Players are encouraged to participate in camps and clinics, especially outside the 

traditional season.  The Novi Cats aspire to provide at least one clinic during each season 

for all Cats players.  Coaches may be asked to assist in these clinics. 

  



 

  

 

 

Leagues and 

Tournaments 
  



 

Big Cat Basketball League 
 

The primary competitive league for Novi Cats teams is the Big Cat Basketball League 

(“Big Cat”).  League information is available at www.bigcatbasketball.com.  Big Cat is a 

private league that has no official affiliation with the Novi Cats.  The main Big Cat league 

plays in the winter (December through March).  All Novi Cats teams play in the Big Cat 

winter league.  Games are played on Sundays (each team plays two games every 

Sunday) at High School and Middle School gyms in South Lyon and Novi. 

 

Big Cat also offers a Fall League (grades 7 through High School) and a Spring League 

(grades 5 through 8).  Novi Cats teams can enter to play in these leagues.  Players often 

have conflicts with other sports during Fall and Spring League.  It is customary that a 

Novi Cats team in Fall or Spring league may be composed of a mix of players from the 

Cats Green and Cats White teams. 

 

Tournaments 
 

Tournaments provide the opportunity for Novi Cats teams to play different teams than 
opponents from Big Cat.  There are many tournament opportunities in the Detroit area 
and throughout Michigan.  Some tournaments may require staying overnight.  Parents 
and players pay their own hotel and meals. 
 
Suggested websites for tournaments: 

 Federation of American Amateur Sports Tournaments — western Detroit suburbs 
(Milan, Ann Arbor, Northville, etc.).  Competition is comparable to Big Cat.  Big Cat 
teams enter these tournaments.  Information and applications are available at 
www.faastmilan.wix.com/faast. 

 Cage Sports — Swartz Creek.  Competition is slightly higher than Big Cat.  Many 
teams from Flint and the tri-Cities (few from Big Cat).  Great facility.  Information is 
available at www.leaguelineup.com/welcome.asp?url=cagefieldhouse. 

 Morey Courts —  Mount Pleasant.  Competition is higher than Big Cat.  Teams from 
across Michigan.  Great facility.  Information is available at www.moreycourts.com. 

 Info Sports —  Directory of tournaments in Michigan.  Information available at 
www.infosports.com/listing.cgi?t=t&s=bb&lr=MI. 

 Spartan Showcase — East Lansing.  Wide variety of competition.  Information 
available at www.michigantriplethreat.com/index.php/tournaments/spartan-
showcase-boys. 

http://www.bigcatbasketball.com/
http://www.faastmilan.wix.com/faast
http://www.leaguelineup.com/welcome.asp?url=cagefieldhouse
http://www.moreycourts.com/
http://www.infosports.com/listing.cgi?t=t&s=bb&lr=MI
http://www.michigantriplethreat.com/index.php/tournaments/spartan-showcase-boys
http://www.michigantriplethreat.com/index.php/tournaments/spartan-showcase-boys


 

 

 

 

 

Communications 

  



 

Coach Cooperation 
 
Coaches at a given grade level are expected to work collaboratively to develop and grow 
the skill set and competitiveness of the entire player pool — both teams in the grade.  
Actions should include, but are not limited to: 
 

 Communicate regularly.  Understand the thoughts of the other coach and develop a 
plan and strategy for the entire class that can enable both teams to be successful 
and competitive. 

 Work together to improve the grade — identify and recruit new players from 
outside the Club to upgrade the talent level of the class. 

 Be willing to move players between teams, especially from year to year.  Players 
grow and develop at different rates.  Put the interests of players and the Club ahead 
of the team.  Understand the general profile of all players in the grade in order to 
have an educated opinion of each player. 

 Abide by the policies and philosophy of the Club. 
 

Parent Meeting 
 
At the start of the season, Coaches should have a meeting with the parents of players.  
The primary purpose of this meeting is to transparently share the Coach’s expectations.  
Suggested topics to be covered at the Parent Meeting: 
 

 Goals for the season — How will you judge success?  What are you looking for from 
players? 

 Costs for the season, including uniform expectations 

 Financial assistance from Novi Youth Assistance (refer parents to the Treasurer) 

 Playing time — Equal or earned?  If earned, how? 

 Practices — Expectations for attendance and effort?  How many practices per week?  
Locations?  What are the consequences for missing practice?  What other 
commitments do players have? 

 League Games — Sundays, 2 games each Sunday, League Tournament 

 Tournaments — Big Cat League Tournament, others? 

 Emphasis on fundamentals — To improve, players have to do more than come to 
practice.  What should they be doing at home. 

 Sportsmanship and being a good teammate 

 Communications — How will the coach communicate with players and parents?  
How should parents communicate with coaches?  How does the coach want to 
handle issues? 



 

 Building player accountability — How will you build player accountability? 

 Player, Parent and Coach Codes of Conduct 

 Forms needed — Community Ed Waiver, League Waiver, Report Card, etc. 

 Others, as necessary, at coach’s discretion. 
 

With Players 
 
Coaches’ communications with players should be professional, honest and in the spirit 
of helping players to develop their skill and competitive spirit.  Praise and constructive 
criticism should be delivered relatively equally.  Encourage players to aspire to improve. 
 


